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UNITED STATES PATENT office 
2,630,086 

SEWING MACHINE CONSTRUCTION 
Harold V. Kindseth and Harold K. Fox, Minne 

apolis, Minn., assignors to Bemis Bro, Bag Co., 
Minneapolis, Minn., a corporation of Missouri 

Application January 5, 1951, Serial No. 204,526 
(C. 12-) 3. Claims. 

Our invention relates generally to power driven 
Sewing machines and more specifically to in 
provements in machines utilized in stitching 
closed the upper ends of filled bags. 
In machines of this type heretofore used, it 

was necessary for the operator to manually start 
the sewing machine by means of a hand lever, 
foot operated pedal or the like, guide the bag 
manually through the machine, particularly 
When sewing cloth bags and manually operate 
thread-cutting means whereby to provide a 
length of stitching on opposite sides of the bag. 
These multiple operations frequently throw the 
operator off balance and result in an uneven line 
of stitching and cause undue fatigue. Manual 
Operation of machines of the above type have 
the further disadvantage of often resulting in 
uneven lengths of stitched thread projecting from 
opposite sides of the bag. In some instances, the 
projected portion of the stitched thread is too 
short to provide adequate protection against 
raveling; in others, the projected portion may 
be of a length sufficient to present an untidy ap 
pearance to the finished product. 
An important object of our invention is the 

provision of a power driven sewing machine of 
the type set forth having means for automatically 
initiating feeding and sewing operations when a 
filled bag is introduced thereinto and for auto 
matically stopping the feeding and Sewing opera 
tions after the bag has been fed through the 
SeWing machine. 
Another important object of our invention is 

the provision of automatic means for severing 
the stitched thread in uniform outwardly Spaced 
relationship to the stitched closed bags. 

Still another object of our invention is the 
provision of means for severing the stitched 
thread and means for automatically moving the 
stitched thread into engagement with the thread 
cutting means. . . . . . . . 
A still further object of our invention is the 

provision of means for aiding in the Support of 
the upper ends of cloth bags fed through the Sew 
ing machine during the stitching operation. 
Another object of our invention is the pro 

vision of a machine of the type set forth which 
can with equal facility sew together the upper 
ends of cloth or paper bags. . . . ": "... 
Another object of our invention is the pro 

vision of an attachment which may be applied 
to sewing machines of the kind set forth for 
automatically severing the stitched thread in outs 
wardly spaced relation to the opposite sides of a 
bag sewed therein. 
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Another object of our invention is the provi 

sion of apparatus for controlling machines of the 
above type, and for automatically cutting stitched 
thread as set forth, which is relatively simple 
and inexpensive to manuafcture, which is highly 
efficient in operation and which is rugged in con 
struction and durable in use. . . . 
The above and still further highly important 

objects and advantages of our invention will be 
come apparent from the following detailed speci 
fication, appended claims, and attached drawings. 

Referring to the drawings, which illustrate the 
invention, and in which like characters indicate 
like parts throughout the several views: 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary view in side elevation, 
Some parts being broken away and some parts 
being shown in section, of a power driven sewing 
machine and Controls therefor, built in accord 
ance with our invention; 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken 
substantially on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a still further enlarged fragmentary 
detail partly in elevation and partly in section 
taken substantially on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 4 is a view. corresponding to Fig. 2 but 
showing a different position of some of the parts; 

Fig. 5 is a view corresponding to Fig. 2 but 
showing a still different position of some of the 
parts; . 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken 
substantially on the line 6-6 of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary detail as seen from the 
line 7-7 of Fig. 5; and 

Fig. 8 is a wiring diagram. 
Referring with greater, detail to the drawings, 

numeral indicates in its entirety a power driven 
sewing machine having a base 2 and a sewing 
head. 3. The head 3 supports a needle 4 by 
means of a conventional reciprocating needle 
bar 5 and a presser foot 6 secured to the inner 
end of a presser rod or shaft 1. The sewing and 
feeding mechanism of the machine is of conven 
tional nature and is shown in the drawings more 
or less diagrammatically. However, it will be 
seen, by reference to Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 5, that the 
needlebar 5 and feeding mechanism are driven 
from a drive shaft 8, the needle bar 5 being op 
eratively connected thereto, by an eccentric op 
erated pitman rod 9 and lever to pivoted to the 
machine f, as indicated at , and connected at . 
one end to the pitman arm ?o and at its other. 
end suitably connected to the outer end of the 
needle bar 5. The feeding mechanism comprises 
an eccentrict 2 on the shaft 8 and a pitman arm 
3 driven by the eccentric 2 and connected at 
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its free end to a crank arm 4 fast on a rock 
shaft 5. The rock shaft 5 is suitably journalled 
in the base 2 and has rigidly secured thereto a 
crank arm 6 which drives a pair of Serrated 
feed dogs 7 and 8 through a rigid link 9. The 
feed dogs 7 and 8 extend laterally outwardly 
through apertures 20 in a base plate 2 suitably 
mounted on the base 2. The feed dogs 7 and 
8 are adapted to move in a direction to feed an 

article to be stitched between the base plate 2. 
and the presser foot 6 from the right to the left 
With respect to FigS. 2, 4 and 5. 
The frame of the sewing machine is rigidly 

secured to a mounting bracket 22 which is Sup 
ported from a main supporting frame 23 by lat 
erally extending arms 24, one of which is shown. 
A drive motor 25 is rigidly mounted on the up 
per end of the bracket 22 and drives the Sewing 
and feeding mechanism through a V-belt 26 run 
ning over a V-pulley 27 associated with the drive 
shaft of the motor 25 and another pulley 28 
mounted fast on the drive shaft 8. By reference 
to Fig. 1, it will be seen that the pulley 2 is pro 
vided with a clutch mechanism 29 which is Con 
trolled by a clutch lever 30 to operatively couple 
the pulley 27 to the motor 25. The clutch lever 
3O is pivoted intermediate its ends to an arm 3f 
depending from the base of the motor 25. At its 
free end, the lever is secured by a coupling 32 
to a plunger 33 operated by a Solenoid 34, See 
Figs. 1 and 8. The solenoid 34 is contained With 
in a housing 35 secured to the base of the motor 
25 and supported by the upper end of the bracket 
22. The lever 30 is further provided with a 
spring 36 which biases the clutch 29 toward itS 
inoperative position shown by dotted lines in 
Fig. 1, and an adjustable stop element 3. The 
clutch and operating linkage therefor do not in 
themselves constitute the invention and further 
detailed description thereof is thought unneces 
Say. 
The clutch-controlling solenoid 34 is operated 

by a switch 38 contained within a housing 39 
mounted on a bracket 40 that is suitably Secured 
to the base member 2. The Switch 38 is of a 
conventional type which permits overtravel of 
the switch outwardly after the contacts of the 
switch have been closed. A plunger-type Switch 
button 4 extends outwardly of the housing 33 
and is yieldingly biased against inward switch 
closing movements by a Spring 42 having one end 
engaging a flange portion or the like 43 on the 
plunger 4f. The Switch 38 may be assumed to 
be in a normally opened position, the closing 
thereof being effected by inward movement of 
the actuator 4 against bias of the Spring 42. 
As seen in Fig. 8, the switch 38 is interposed in 
a circuit comprising a lead 44 connected to op 
posite sides of a suitable Source of electrical 
power such as a power line 45. The solenoid 34 
is also interposed in the lead 44 in Series with 
the SWitch 38 so that when the Switch 38 is 
closed, the circuit is completed through said sole 
noid 34. 
The bracket 40 is provided at its Outer end 

laterally outwardly of the switch housing 39 with 
an upstanding bearing sleeve 46 in which is jour 
nalled for rotation a shaft 47 to the lower end 
Of which is rigidly Secured a bag top engaging 
finger or the like 48. The finger 48 lies below 
the plane of the lower end of the base 2 and is 
swingable into and out of the path of travel of 
a bag or article to be Stitched during feeding 
movements thereof through the machine. 
finger 48 is provided with an upstanding can 
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like element 49 which presents a relatively wide 
surface to the upper end portion of the bag to 
be sewn, said bag being indicated by A and the 
closed upper end thereof being indicated by the 
character B. An abutment lug or plate 50 is 
Welded or otherwise rigidly Secured to the Can 
like element 49 and is positioned to engage the 
switch button 4 and operate the same upon 
swinging movements of the finger 48. It will he 
noted that the spring 42 biases the finger 48 to 
Ward a normal position underlying the presser 
foot 6 and interposed in the path of travel of 
the bags A. and that the leading end portion of 
the presser foot 6 diverges from the finger 48. 
Thus, when a bag A is fed into the machine in 
a direction from the right to the left with respect 
to Figs. 2, 4 and 5, a wedging action will be in 
parted to the diverging portion of the presser 
foot 6 and the finger 48 by the upper end por 
tion B of the bag. This wedging action Will 
cause the finger 48 to be Swung laterally out of 
the path of travel of the upper bag and B where 
by to close the switch 38 thus energizing the 
Solenoid and causing the clutch 29 to operatively 
couple the stitching and feeding mechanism to 
the motor 25. 

Rigidly secured to the presser foot 6 is a pres 
Ser bar 5 which extends longitudinally of the 
direction of feeding movement of the bag A and 
which is provided with a longitudinally extended 
channel 52 which receives the free end portion 
48 of the finger 48 when said finger is in its nor 
mal position. The presser bar 5 lies against one 
side of the upper bag end B and braces the same 
against the tendency of the finger 48 to swing 
to its normal position. The preSSer bar 5 is par 
ticularly effective in the Sewing of bags A which 
are made from relatively flimsy material such 
as cloth or the like which may tend to buckle 
under the lateral pressure exerted thereagainst 
by the free end portion 48 of the finger 48 and 
permit the switch 38 to be opened, thus stopping 
the Stitching and feeding action before the bag 
is completely stitched. 
The sewing machine which is preferably of a 

type which produces a "chain' Stitch is provided 
with a thread-cutting mechanism including a 
pair of cooperating stationary and movable cut 
ting knives 53 and 54, respectively. . The sta. 
tionary knife or blade 53 is mounted on a bracket 
55 in the base 2 by means of a clamping screw.56. 
The movable blade 54 is adjustably secured by 
means of a clamping screw, or the like 57 to one 
end of a mounting arm 58 which at its other 
end is pivotally secured, as indicated at 59, to . 
a bearing boss or the like 60 integrally formed 
With the base 2. The arm 58 intermediate its 
ends is formed to provide a laterally projecting 
finger 6 to the end of which is pivotally. Secured 
One end of a rigid link 62. At the other end, the 
link 62 is pivoted to a bifurcated swivel member 
63 pivotally mounted on one end of a lever arm 
64 which at its intermediate portion is mounted 
for Swinging movements to a bracket. 65. At its 
other end, the lever 64 is provided with a follow 
er stud 66 which engages a cam 66 fast on the 
shaft 8. Rotation of the shaft 8 in a direction 
to Operate the feed dogs 7 and 8 and the Stitch 
ing mechanism will cause oscillatory movements 
to be imparted to the movable blade 54 toward 
and away from Operative engagement, with the 
relatively fixed cutting blade 53. With reference 
to Figs, 2 and 4 to 7 inclusive, it will be seen that 
the cutting blades 53 and 54 operate in laterally 
offset relation to the plane of the material being 
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stitched through the machine. It should be al 
so noted that cutting movement of the movable 
blade 54 is continuous with the stitching and 
feeding operations and terminates simultaneous 
ly with cessation of the stitching and feeding op 
erations. The base plate 2 is provided with a 
longitudinally extended slot 2?' which bifurcates 
the plate 2? at its rear end portion. The slot 
2 is in registration with an opening 67 in the 
base 2 adjacent which opening the thread cut 
ting blades 53 and 54 operate. 

Heretofore, when it has been desired to sever 
the stitched thread, indicated by the letter C, it 
has been necessary for the operator of the ma-. 
chine to manually move the stitched thread C 
laterally through the slot 21' and opening 67 into 
the path of travel of the movable cutter blade 
54. In the sewing of bags of the type herein 
illustrated, it is common practice to sever the 
Stitched thread C in outwardly spaced relation 
ship to the opposite sides of the bag. A so that 
an appreciable length of stitched thread remains 
On Said opposite sides. Manual control of the 
cutting of the Stitched thread C not only is fa 
tiguing to the operator but often results in said 
Stitched thread portions being of uneven length. 
As above indicated, an insufficient length of 
Stitched thread C extending outwardly from a 
Side of the bag will sometimes ravel to an extent 
where a portion of the bag will become open, 
resulting in possible leakage of the contents 
therefron. On the other hand, excessive length 
of the Stitched thread C. projecting from the side 
Of the bag Will present an untidy appearance and 
may result in entanglement with other portions 
of the bag handling equipment and the like. We 
provide, therefore, means for automatically 
moving the stitched thread C into engagement 
With the cutting blades 53 and 54 in a manner to 
produce lengths of Stitched thread extending 
OutWardly from opposite sides of the bag, said 
Stitched threads being of Suficient uniform 
length to prevent ravelling. The above-men 
tioned mechanism comprises a movable member 
in the nature of an elongated reciprocatory bar 
68 mounted for reciprocatory sliding movements 
in a bracket 69 having spaced laterally projecting 
ugs ii and integrally formed therewith. ...A 
mounting rod or shaft, 72 extends through suit 
able openings in the lugs 0 and Ti and through 
cooperating lugs i3 and 74 on the sewing ma 
chine. The bar 68 is provided at one end with a 
thread-engaging head comprising a pair of 
prongs or fingers 75 which diverge longitudinally 
outwardly of the bar 68 and generally in the 
direction of the thread-cutting mechanism. 
Upon longitudinal movement of the bar 68 to 
ward the thread C, the fingers 75 engage and 
gather in the stitched thread C moving the same 
laterally inwardly through the slot 2 in the 
base piate 2 and the opening 67 in the base 2. 
With reference to FigS. 2, 4 and 5, it will be seen 
that the bar 68 is in spaced relationship to the 
cutting blades 53 and 54 in the direction of feed 
ing movement of the bags through the machine. 
At its opposite end, the bar 68 is rigidly secured 
to one end of a flexible push rod 76 by means 
of a set screw or the like T7. The push rod 76 
is encased within a flexible tubular casing 78 
which is clamped between clamping ears 9 at 
the adjacent end of the bracket 69. At its oppo 
site end, the push rod 76 is rigidly secured to 
one end of an arm 80 which, at its other end, 
is mounted fast on a portion of the Stop element 
3 of the clutch operating lever 30 for common 
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swinging movements with said lever 30. The 
cable housing 78 is supported intermediate its 
ends by suitable brackets or the like 8 and 82 
the former of which is rigidly Secured to a por 
tion of the bracket 22 and the other of which 
is secured to the sewing machine f. With ref 
erence to Fig. 1, it will be seen that Solenoid con 
trolled movement of the lever arm 30 in a direc 
tion to cause operative coupling of the Stitching 
and feeding mechanism to the motor. 25 Will cause 
longitudinal sliding movement of the bar 68 in 
a retracted direction generally away from the 
cutting knives or blades 53 and 54, Whereas 
movement of the lever 30 in a direction to disen 
gage the clutch 29 will cause longitudinal siding 
movement of the bar 68 in a direction to permit 
the fingers 75 to pick up the stitched thread C 
and move the same into engagement with the 
cutting blades. 

Operation. 
Assuming that the motor 25 is suitably con 

nected to a source of power and operating Con 
tinuously, the operator feeds or causes to be fed 
to the sewing machine a filled bag A. Movement 
of the upper closed end B of the bag A toward 
the stitching means causes said upper end to be 
wedged between the presser foot 6 and the switch 
operating finger 48 with resultant Swinging move 
ment of the finger 48 in a direction to close the 
switch 38. When the switch 38 is closed, a cir 
cuit through the solenoid 34 is completed to either 
gize the -solenoid 34 causing movement of the 
clutch 29 toward a clutch-engaged position to 
start, the stitching and feeding operation. The 
feed dogs 7 and 18 then cause the bag to go 
through the machine and the upper end thereof 
is stitched closed, the stitching and feeding Oper 
ation continuing until the upper end portion B 
of the bag progresses beyond the free end 48 of 
the finger: 68, whereupon the finger 48 Will re 
turn under bias of the spring 42 to its normal 
position of Fig. 2. This return movement of the 
finger 48 opens the switch 38 and uncouples the 
drive motor 25 from the stitching and feeding 
mechanism of the machine, the above-mentioned 
uncoupling being effected by the pressure exerted 
on the lever 39 by the spring 42. It should be 
assumed that the bag A is Supported during its 
travel through the machine by conveyor means, 
not shown, said conveyor means preferably being 
of the type disclosed in the United States patent 
to Daniel Belcher et al., No. 2,423,080, issued July 
1, 1947. Hence, after the stitching operation is 
completed, the bag. A continues to move With re 
spect to the sewing mechanism, trailing a length 
tof stitched thread C. It should be borne in mind 
that release of the clutch 29 does not cause im 
mediate termination of operation of the sewing 
and feeding mechanism, the mechanism deceler 
atting to a stop after the clutch 29 has been dis 
engaged. It is at the beginning of this decelera 
tion period that the thread C is moved into 
engagement with the cutting blades 53 and 54 by 
the bar 68 and severed by said knives. The bag 
A travels sufficient distance beyond the trailing 
end 48' of the finger 48, after releasing the finger 
48, to insure an adequate length of Stitched thread 
C to extend therefrom before the thread is sev 
ered by the cutting blades. The distance between 
the cutting blades and the needie 4 provides for 
an adequate length of Stitched thread to project 
outwardly from the leading edge of the next suc 
cessive bag to be Stitched. 

75 
From the above, it sould be obvious that bags 

sewed in accordance With our invention will have 
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lengths of stitched thread projecting from the 
opposite sides thereof that are uniform and that 
the automatic cutting of the thread Will result in 
a savings in thread as well as preventing undue 
fatigue of the operator, it being merely necessary 
for the operator to feedbags to the feeding mech 
anism in spaced relationship. The SWitch 38 and 
actuator finger 48 therefor as well as the mech 
anism for automatically moving the thread into 
engagement with the cutting knives may be 
readily applied to existing Stitching equipment 
with a minimum of change made in said equip 
ment. 
Our invention has been tested on a commercial 

basis and has been found to be completely satis 
factory for the accomplishment of the objectives 
set forth; and, while We have shown and de 
scribed a preferred embodiment thereof, it will 
be understood that the same is capable of modi 
fication and that modification may be made with 
out departure from the spirit and scope of the in 
Vention as defined in the claims. 
What we claim is: 
1. An attachment for sewing machines having 

means for stitching articles successively fed in 
Spaced relation, means including a clutch mech 
anism for Operating the stitching means, mecha 
nism for cutting the stitching thread outwardly 
of opposite sides of said articles, and bag actu 
ated control means for said operating means; said 
attachment including an elongated reciproatory. 
member, a fork-like head on said member, said 
head comprising a pair of fingers diverging lon 
gitudinally outwardly of one end of said member, 
bracket means mounting said member for longi 
tudinal reciprocatory movements whereby the 
head thereof crosses the path of travel of the 
Stitching thread in Spaced relation to the stitch 
ing lineans, and a flexible push rod connected at 
Ole end to Said reciprocatory member and hav 
ing means on its other end for connection to a 
portion of Said clutch mechanism to be longitu 
dinally moved thereby in opposite directions, said 
movement being transferred by said push rod to 
Said reciprocatory member. 

2. In a sewing machine, means for stitching 
articles Successively fed in spaced relation, said 
means including a base plate and a sewing head, 
Said head having a presser foot, and cooperating 
Ineedle, Ileans for feeding said articles interme 
diate Said base plate and said presser foot in the 
direction of feeding movement of said articles, 
means positioned beyond the needle in the line 
of feed for cutting the stitching thread outwardly 
of opposite sides of said articles, means including 
clutch Inechanism for simultaneously imparting 
Sewing movements to the needle, feeding move 
ments to the feeding means and cutting move 
inents to the cutting means, common control 
means for said needle, article feeding means and 
Cutting means, Said control means comprising a 
clutch actuating Solenoid and a switch therefor, 
a finger normally lying in a position within the 
path of travel of Said articles adjacent said press 
er foot and biased toward Said position, said finger 
being movabie by Said articles to operate said 
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8 
switch, and means for moving the stitching thread 
into engagement with the thread-cutting means 
responsive to operation of said control means to 
stop the Stitching, feeding and cutting mecha 
Inisms, said means for moving the stitching thread 
into engagement With the cutting means com 
prising a movable member, a thread-engaging 
head on Said movable member, means mounting 
said movable member for movements across the 
path of travel of the stitching thread, and a flex 
ible push rod Connected at One end to Said now 
able member and at its other end to a movable 
portion of Said clutch mechanism for transfer 
ring movement of said movable portion to said 
movable member. 

3. In a sewing machine, means for stitching 
articles Successively fed in spaced relation, said 
means including a base plate and a sewing head, 
Said head having a presser foot and cooperating 
needle, means for feeding Said articles interme 
diate Said base plate and said presser foot in the 
direction of feeding movement of said articles, 
means positioned beyond the needle in the line 
of feed for cutting the stitching thread outwardly 
of opposite sides of said articles, means for simul 
taneously imparting Sewing movements to the 
needle, feeding movement to the feeding means 
and cutting movements to the cutting means, 
common control means for said needle, article 
feeding means and cutting means, said control 
means comprising a clutch actuating Solenoid 
and a SWitch therefor, a finger normally lying 
in a position within the path of travel of said 
articles adjacent Said presser foot and biased to 
Ward Said position, a presser bar mounted on said 
preSSer foot and having a channel receiving a 
portion of Said finger when said finger is in its 
normal position, Said finger being movable out 
of Said channel by Said articles to operate said 
SWitch, and means for moving the stitching thread 
into engagement with the thread-cutting means 
responsive to operation of Said control means to 
Stop the Stitching, feeding and cutting mecha 
nism, Said means for moving the stitching thread 
into engagement with the cutting means compris 
ing a movable member, a thread-engaging head 
On Said movable member, means mounting said 
movable member for movements across the path 
of travel of the stitching thread, and connections 
between said movable member and a movabie 
portion of Said control means for transferring 
movement of Said nowable portion to said mov 
able innember. 

HAROLD W. KINDSETH. 
HAROLD K. FOX. 
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